
HOURGLASS - ESTATE CABERNET SAUVIGNON - ST. HELENA, NAPA VALLEY - 2012  

Winemaker 
Anthony Biagi 

                                           

Vintners Jeff & Carolyn Smith 

Partners The Chilton & Clark Families 

Vineyard Hourglass Estate (100% Estate grown & cellared) 

Soil Series Hambright / Fractured Bedrock 

Appellation Napa Valley / St. Helena 

Varietal 100% Cabernet Sauvignon 

Barrel 
Program 

22 months in new French oak 
Bordeaux barrels 

  
Vintage 

2012 saw the arrival of Tony Biagi as our winemaker. The move represented an evolution rather than a directional 

change. Tony and I are big fans of Bob Foley and all the magic he has created with Hourglass over the past 15 years. 

Through Bob's tenure, our wines were characterized by rich complexity and a silky texture favoring deep, brooding black 

fruits.  

Tony is like-minded in seeking that richness, and also looks to layer in tones from tangy red fruits, balancing depth with 

vibrant acidity and minerality - the Holy Grail of winemaking. Tony's approach is a unique hybrid, fusing classicism with 

modernity, which we believe is the perfect temperament to coax the magic from our vineyards in wines that beckon 

with heady aromatics, integrate classical structure with verve and lift, complex layers and textural suppleness. 

2012 was Tony’s first full harvest at Hourglass, and what a great year to get started. The vintage will be remembered 

above all for tempered weather and the balanced wine chemistry that such weather brings. It reminds us of 2001 which 

remains one of our favorite vintages. A long growing season with many low to mid 80 degree days and cool evenings 

allowed for slow phenolic maturation, and great color development with good acidity. The balanced chemistry delivered 

wines with a wide range of flavors across the red to black fruit spectrum and rich layering balanced with the brightness 

of acidity. The wines are classically structured with refined and tightly integrated tannins, as well as fresh and vibrant 

fruit. The precision of this vintage is what we find so striking, a precision that should translate to great cellar-worthiness.  

Tasting Notes 

The 2012 vintage will be remembered for its balance and precision, with Hourglass Estate Cabernet Sauvignon exhibiting 

a feline grace to match its power.  Aromatically, the traditional markers of camphor and mint are there, but more subtle 

than previous vintages. What compels about the 2012 is a high-toned rose petal scent followed by cascading aromas of 

tangy pomegranate and other red fruits, earthy minerality from the iron-rich Hambright soils, and finally deep tones of 

toasty wood smoke. Hourglass Estate Cab has always been noted for its exotic aromatics, but in phenolically-balanced 

vintages it elicits an extra band at the top end of the floral spectrum. 

Classically structured tannins frame the core of the wine, providing a glimpse into its significant aging potential.  

Texturally, the wine maintains a fine balance between grip and silk, with enough width and depth to remind you of its 

Napa origins, and enough elegance to evoke the refinement of the Old World.  Notes of pomegranate, dark sour cherry, 

savory black currant and cassis surround the core with firm, soft flesh. A deep richness is evident, restrained against the 

pull of a natural acidity and minerality, providing both lift and layered density.  The extended finish begs for 

contemplation. This wine will cellar beautifully for 20-plus years, promising still more exotic nuances as it approaches 

2020. We are extremely proud of Tony Biagi’s debut vintage with our marquee vineyard and consider it one of our best 

to date. 


